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INTRODUCTION

The idea that competition plays an important role in the provision of law has gained an indisputable legitimacy among economists. It does not only convey the acknowledgement of the influence of rules and institutions on economic competition, but also that governments, when institutional competition is at stake, or legal producers, in the case of legal competition, are rivals and compete just like producers of goods and services compete in usual markets. In other words, if we admit that rules are goods that must be produced (and not simply discovered by judges), then their provision must be organized according to market mechanisms. Thus, legal competition, as a decentralized market process of provision of law in which legal clubs compete, can be contrasted with a monopolist and centralized lawmaking process, mainly backed up by the coercive power of the State. Even if the contrast between these two models is not so neat in reality, where practices mix with reasoned arguments, these approaches nonetheless constitute two theoretical references that allow us to understand and to model many important situations in which new institutions have to be elaborated. Besides the building of new legal systems in the former communist countries or the provision of law in cyberspace, the harmonization of law related to the European integration process is certainly one of the major issues to be discussed. This is the focus of the chapters presented in this volume.

The example of the European Union is all the more interesting in that it clearly illustrates the relationship between legal competition and the interrogations about future federalism: when several local (or national) jurisdictions are granted with the right to produce legal rules, it is indeed crucial to know if these clubs must be located on the same level – competition remains horizontal – or may be located on different levels – competition is both horizontal and vertical. Therefore, if competition in the legal market works without notable failures, then there is no necessity to assign legal responsibilities to the central
governmental level and competition may remain horizontal. In this perspective, a confederation is the most appropriate constitutional framework. By contrast, when there exist limitations on market mechanisms or market failures, it becomes necessary to assign legal responsibilities to the central level and competition involves different institutional levels: a federation is the regime corresponding to such a situation. In other words, a confederation corresponds to a competitive system – perfect or not –, while federalism implies, besides competition, State intervention, some degree of centralization and procedures of harmonization.

With regard to the present situation in Europe, it may remain possible to choose between these two contrasted models: even if centralization has made its way through the process of integration, it still seems possible and it could be preferable to envisage a constitutional structure based on a decentralized and competitive provision of legal rules. Such is the argument put forward by the advocates of legal competition, by insisting upon the benefits that European citizens could draw from this competition. They stress that, by analogy to what happens in ordinary markets, competitive pressures on the market for rules should stimulate innovation and sophistication in legal rules and also motivate lawmakers ‘to compare their own legal products with those available in competing jurisdictions’ (Ogus, 1999, p. 409), ‘to adapt their products’ (ibid.) and to imitate the innovations made by the leading juristictions. As a consequence, legal competition ensures the elimination of inefficient rules, prevents, if not precludes, predatory behaviours and unjustified wealth transfers by the central level. It also guarantees the respect of individual preferences – since the problems are dealt with at the smallest (and supposedly most appropriate) institutional level. Therefore, undoubtedly, legal competition should define the organization of the future legal organization. In other words, decentralization should be the ‘rule’ (Van den Bergh, 2000) or ‘the starting point’ (Faure, 2000) and centralization the exception.

In counterpoint, usual criticisms against legal competition deal with its effects. The argument that benefits may not systematically outweigh costs is of course far from trivial, but it should come at a second stage. The first one should examine the reality of competitive pressures in the field of law. To put it differently, before enquiring into the efficiency of legal competition, one must make sure that such competition does or can exist. In this perspective, the major problems come from the possibility of arbitrage between the different legal regimes. Indeed, citizens must have the opportunity to compare and then to choose the legal system that is most appropriate to their needs and preferences. Legal arbitrage is then related to the existence of enough legal regimes to guarantee the effectiveness of competition and to make sure that individuals can find rules corresponding to their preferences. The more numerous legal clubs are, the easier arbitrage is and the more competitive is the market.
However, an elastic supply in legal clubs is not an easy condition to verify. Thus, an analysis of the merits and virtues of legal competition has primarily to concentrate on the conditions which permit legal arbitrage. It is only within this set of conditions that the positive or negative consequences of competition can be analysed. It may well be that, most of the time, legal arbitrage must then give way to the intervention of the state.

The chapters that constitute this volume are presented in the perspective of the debate over the merits of, and conditions for, a competitive provision of law, with a special focus on the European Union. These chapters contribute to an economic theory of legal competition in that they deal with three major aspects of the competitive provision of legal rules. The first section concerns the conditions under which citizens and firms arbitrate between the different legal orders. This section presents the problem of legal competition from the demand side of the market and in particular the chapters that analyse the conditions required for the respect of the sovereignty of the citizens. The second aspect concerns the answers and reactions by the producers of legal rules. Here, the problem is analysed from the supply side of the legal market: the second section presents the chapters relating to the consequences of the competitive pressures on the behaviour of the lawmakers. As to the third aspect, justifications must be given to the intervention of the state. The last section finally presents the chapters discussing the conditions under which it may efficiently control the process of law provision.

LEGAL ARBITRAGE AND THE CONDITIONS FOR AN EFFECTIVE COMPETITION IN THE PROVISION OF LAW

In order to make a difference between the situations in which arbitrage is possible or not, it is useful to refer to a criterion put forward by Ogus, who proposes ‘to distinguish situations in which legal rules can be envisaged as a homogeneous product [. . .] from those in which it has heterogeneous qualities’ (1999, p. 406). Now, if arbitrage, and thus competition, are difficult if not impossible in the case of heterogeneity between the different legal clubs, it does not imply that legal arbitrage is without any problem when legal products are homogeneous. On the contrary, information costs and in addition transaction costs raise difficulties.

Heterogeneous Legal Clubs and Asymmetries of Information: the Difficulty of Legal Arbitrage

The diversity of specialized legal clubs could be presented as a necessary condition for a genuine competition between legal clubs. By contrast, when a
monopoly is granted with the responsibility to create legal rules, the absence of different sources for the law by definition prevents any arbitrage.\footnote{Although competition may still exist inside a given system when the allocation of competences among the jurisdictions is not tightly established.} However, the existence of several, diverse and specialized legal clubs may prevent or discourage legal arbitrage. It happens, in particular, when diversity turns into heterogeneity. Arbitrage is then useless and competition does not make sense.

There are two possible situations in which legal rules have, or are perceived as having, heterogeneous qualities. First, when the differences between the competing legal cultures are too large to be bridgeable and, second, when there exists imperfect and asymmetric information. In these two cases, comparison is not a matter of the quantity of information that has to be gathered. It is rather a problem relating to the quality of information: individuals from parallel legal regimes cannot compare different rules because they are unable to assess the characteristics and performance of the norms used in the different systems. Individuals cannot understand the meaning of these rules, in particular their convention dimensions. Furthermore, they are unable to infer this meaning from the observation of the behaviour of others (Josselin and Marciano, 1995). In other words, they face the problem raised among others by Legrand (1997) when he argues that ‘legal transplants’ are impossible: a rule generated in one context cannot be generalized in order to be used in a different context. It is as if there was no competition between the different clubs.

Obviously, there are situations in which transplants are useless. For instance, as Benson rightly notes, there are certainly no reasons to transplant the rules used between diamond merchants into the group of oil traders (Benson, 2000). The transaction costs as well as the costs of adaptation that would result would obviously exceed all the benefits that such a transplant could create. Other instances can be quoted: ethnic or religious differences may act as barriers to a possible comparison of the rules used in different jurisdictions. On the other hand, in the perspective of the creation of a harmonized legal system, as in Europe, it may be necessary to avoid diversity degenerating into heterogeneity. A social contract would then be necessary in order to ensure the publicity of the law and the generalization of its meaning among its potential users.

Legal Arbitrage, Information Costs and Competition

Even if one assumes that individuals live in a world of homogeneous legal rules and that asymmetries of information do not prevent individuals from comparing them, legal arbitrage may nonetheless be difficult because of the existence of information costs. Different methods for lowering information costs.
costs associated with alternative legal rules can then be envisaged. Standardization is one of the most frequently discussed solutions (see for instance Van den Bergh, 2000). The European law provides many illustrations of the willingness to create a ‘level playing field’. Environmental law, as we will see latter, is one of these domains. Corporate law may also be cited as an other area in which standardization has an important role to play. Company laws in Europe are constructed to provide harmonization. The Treaty of Rome, with articles 54 and 58, acknowledges that federating nations requires the creation, not to say the construction, of a common market. The extent to which it can and should apply to law remains largely undetermined. The present book may contribute to a better understanding of this problem.

These instances of what has been called ‘negative integration’ illustrate the purpose that has been pursued by the European legislators, namely to remove all internal barriers to trade, thereby allowing the different legal producers to effectively and efficiently compete. However, standardization does not necessarily imply total and centralized harmonization of rules and may not be aimed at the suppression of legal competition. As, Van den Bergh puts it, ‘competition and harmonization may be complements, rather than substitutes’ (2000). Harmonization may provide a sound basis for further competition, which is all the more important since transaction costs often contribute to weaken the efficiency of market forces.

Legal Arbitrage, Transaction Costs and Competition

However important information costs can be, they are neither the sole nor the most decisive costs that affect legal arbitrage. Of equal importance is the second type of costs, namely the transaction costs related to the effective possibility given to the individuals to choose their preferred legal rules. Indeed, citizens dissatisfied with the law produced by ‘their’ local government must have the possibility to move into a different jurisdiction. Exit and inter-jurisdictional migration are thus important modes of legal arbitrage and therefore important causes for competitive pressures. It has frequently been argued that a major difference between institutional competition and ordinary market competition ‘lies in the territorial nature of governments’ (see Vanberg and Kerber, 1994). In this perspective, citizens have to change their residency in order to be relieved of the authority of a particular government, and the sunk costs resulting from exit may not be compensated by the benefits expected from a change of legal regime. It is most likely that ‘people may stay even if the (legal) regime does not suit their need optimally [. . .] Thus, the legal regime may not be decisive [because] . . . job location and residence are that important in reality, there is often little left for people to choose’ (Faure, 2000; see also Rose-Ackerman, 1992). Therefore, when considering legal competition, the individual elasticity
of location relative to legal rules may be much closer to zero than for any other good. It happens that individuals are not necessarily interested – aside from the fact that individuals may not have the possibility to be mobile, as is stressed by many opponents to inter-jurisdictional competition – in arbitraging between different legal systems. Hence the reduction of competitive pressures or even the absence of competition, even if law is produced by decentralized legal clubs.

Now, one should not overemphasize the transaction costs resulting from the necessity to move from one jurisdiction to another and, thus, restrict attention to physical mobility as a source of competitive pressures on lawmakers. There indeed exist institutional procedures that can make competition effective even if physical mobility is impossible.

**Legal arbitrage without physical mobility: functional legal arbitrage**

First, some authors have proposed to envisage governments without territorial monopolies (Frey, 2001). The perspective of FOCJ or functional governance can be envisaged as a means to reduce the importance of the constraint of physical mobility and to restore institutional arbitrage (Frey and Eichenberger, 1995, 1996, 1997). Now, functional arbitrage is particularly well suited to legal competition which indeed does not necessarily imply physical mobility. Firms or citizens may change their residency or location but most of the time, legal competition is a-territorial and individuals or firms are authorized ‘to select the jurisdiction whose principles are to apply to their transaction or business’ (Ogus, 1999, p. 408). Of course, functional arbitrage is not likely to solve all the problems resulting from the costs of mobility and remains limited to the problems resulting from transaction costs. In the case of heterogeneous rules and asymmetric information, or when there exist high information costs, functional arbitrage faces the same difficulties as spatial arbitrage does. It nonetheless remains that functional legal arbitrage increases the domain of competition, by allowing individuals to refer to many different and parallel systems of law.

However, functional legal arbitrage may be at the origin of another type of difficulty. Indeed, when physical mobility is at stake, an individual who decides to move to another jurisdiction bears himself the costs of change. By contrast, functional arbitrage imposes costs even on immobile residents for it creates uncertainty and variability with regard to the legal framework that organizes individual behaviour and relationships with others. The role of uncertainty in the individual choice of a legal system and its influence on competition is at the core of Sophie Delabruyère’s chapter. She analyses how and how far uncertainty reduces the scope of competition. More precisely, the chapter discusses two forms of uncertainty. First, uncertainty may stem from the fact that an individual ignores the rule that is likely to be used in a possi-
ble litigation. Then, should a dispute arise and anticipating a possible disagreement on the legal system with which they would settle the dispute, individuals are likely to prefer standardized norms. Second, uncertainty may be caused by the fact that, before being confronted with a legal problem, individuals ignore the existence and the nature of the problem and thus the legal solutions as well as their preferences with regard to these solutions. In this perspective, an individual may not be able to choose ex ante a legal system, impossible that it is to know what are the gains to be maximized. This calculus reduces the competitive pressures that exist on the legal producers. The latter may then be induced to propose general rules to nonetheless attract possible litigants. In both cases, Delabruyère argues that a constitutional framework would reduce these two sources of uncertainty, thereby permitting competition to develop. In other words, competition has to be ‘organized’.

Collective legal arbitrage: The role of secession

When high transaction costs reduce individual mobility, limit the freedom to choose a legal system and therefore prevent legal arbitrage, one can envisage a collective solution under the form of a secession. Thus, as a source of competitive pressures, the right to secede is an important means to control governments. The argument has been developed particularly with regard to the making of the European Institutions. Bernholz (1991) argues that the right to secede should not be given to member-states but to any subgroup in the European Union that exceeds a certain number of members. Typically, the idea that regions could secede from their state or even the European Union fits into this framework. In this perspective, Drèze (1993) proposes a system allowing ‘quasi-secession’ (to borrow a word from Brosio and Revelli, 2000), in which some local jurisdictions could claim a direct constitutional link with the central government and the suppression of any link with a national government. In the case of Europe, Drèze then proposes to define a ‘status of regions of Europe’: regions could move from a national state to the European one: ‘A geographical area, currently part of a member state of the European Community [. . .] could henceforth belong to the community directly without being any longer part of a member state’ (1993, p. 265). In other words, some kind of secession could be authorized to take into account specific regional characteristics.

Part of the problem indeed consists in asking which are these areas that could be interested in such a status. Drèze envisages the case of Corsica or Vlanderen as regions that could claim it. A justification can be proposed on the argument that peripheral regions are characterized by preferences and costs of control that do not correspond to those of ‘central’ regions (Josselin and Marciano, 1998, 1999). That of course does not comprehend all the aspects of the problem. Will those regions really ask for such a status? Aren’t there other
types of regions that would consider quasi-secession? Furthermore, Brosio and Revelli envisage the possibility of ‘opting out’ for ‘those regions where per capita income is above the national average of the member states in which they are located’. They thus ‘consider a region belonging to a member state of a supranational political entity such as the European Union, [whose inhabitants] for ethnic, linguistic or geographic reasons, . . . cannot move from the region where they reside to any other region of the state [. . .] The residents in the region can decide by majority voting whether to opt out of the member state [. . .] or to be part of the member state and join its income redistribution system’ (Brosio and Revelli, forthcoming 2003).

Interestingly, there is some ambiguity as to the ability of secession to restore legal arbitrage through ‘vertical mobility’. It may increase competition between more independent regions (enhancing Tiebout properties of competitive governments). At the same time, the national levels would lose part of their prerogatives, which would be both an incentive and a distortion of the existing system of checks and balances.

Thus, legal arbitrage seems to function through physical or, more probably, non-physical forms of mobility. Nevertheless, it is crucial to design a kind of constitutional framework whose goal is to ensure or restore competition by allowing individuals to compare the different rules (by lowering the costs of information) as well as by permitting them to effectively choose between these rules. We must then assess the consequences of these individual or regional pressures. The next section thus analyses the reactions of the lawmakers to the behaviour of the consumers.

BEHAVIOUR OF THE LAWMAKERS AND THE CONSEQUENCES OF LEGAL COMPETITION

As was said above, competitive pressures are a major source of efficient legal change. Not only are lawmakers motivated to innovate but also these innovations are assumed to lead to ‘new superior outcomes’ (Vanberg and Kerber, 1994, p. 208; emphasis added). A positive interpretation of competition thus insists on the fact that ‘Good rules may spread as one group emulates those rules that prove effective in another group’ (Benson, 2000, p. 8). The analysis clearly rests on an evolutionist argument according to which efficient rules are selected. Now, the problem does not only lie in the difficulty to evaluate what a ‘new superior outcome’ means but also in the fact that doubts have frequently and repeatedly been cast upon the efficiency of evolutionary processes.

Indeed, many argue that competition could certainly degenerate into a destructive process, characterized by a prisoner’s dilemma, whereby countries
or local governments fail to enact or enforce efficient legislation. Lenient rules not only attract newcomers but also transfer the costs (at least a part of them) to the neighbouring jurisdictions. These strategic behaviours can myopically be seen as beneficial by some jurisdictions, but others will soon be lured into grabbing short term benefits. It is the famous race-to-the-bottom argument. This has been analysed with regard to some issues such as the gambling legislation in the USA, where it seems that competition has resulted in the promotion of more permissive legislation. The race-to-the-bottom argument has also been analysed in other domains, such as product liability (Faure, 2000) or environmental issues. In the present volume, Faure and De Smedt take the opportunity of discussing the White paper on environmental liability to restate the question. In analysing the fear that ‘local governments . . . compete with lenient environmental legislation to attract industry’ (Faure and De Smedt, this volume), they show that there are no reasons to be too pessimistic. Their chapter confirms the absence of ‘evidence that, under competition, the feared race to the bottom is more than theoretical’ (Scott, 2000, p. 204). Moreover, Faure and De Smedt note that the problem has rarely been raised by the European Institutions in terms of destructive competition but rather in the perspective of harmonizing the conditions of competition. However, they remark that, on the one hand, there is no direct and causal link between the existence of different rules and risks of race-to-the-bottom and, on the other hand, ‘it is quite possible to create a common market without a total harmonization of all legal rules’ (Faure and De Smedt, this volume).

There is a second aspect of destructive competition as the result of the behaviour of the lawmakers or, more precisely, as the consequence of the process of innovation. Indeed, if competition requires innovation, innovation in turn creates differences between the rules used in the different legal systems. Obviously, differences in legal rules are both the logical consequence and the fuel of competition. However, because of the fragmentation (even if temporary) of the economic space they generate, rules are as many non-border barriers to trade. Pierre Salmon stresses this point in his chapter (see also Salmon, 2000 and Breton and Salmon, 2001). These barriers to trade and to competition may be produced by the State but are also provided by non-state organizations. It is in particular the case of the German Book Traders association whose complex system of rules is examined by Jürgen Backhaus and Reginald Hansen in their chapter. They analyse the principle according to which the resale or end-sale price charged for new books is a fixed or list price. The end price system has been operated in the German language area for more than a century and, therefore, is defended on the basis of cultural diversity. On the other hand, the system has been challenged by the European Commission for being an obstacle to competition. Backhaus and Hansen analyse the economic argumentation presented by the Commission, namely that ‘cultural
diversity is best promoted or at least not harmed by fierce price competition'. They demonstrate that to forbid the discount of books by the booksellers can be criticized as an antitrust policy designed to protect interests of the producers but has above all to be defended for the cultural issues that are involved. Price competition and economic efficiency may indeed work at the expense of cultural diversity. Existing customary norms should then be protected in the name of Hayekian organizational efficiency.

When mobility is not possible (individuals may not wish to leave their original cultural area), it does not, however, mean that competition disappears since it does not necessarily require exit. Competition without exit – provided that citizens are capable to compare the results of the various jurisdictions – may work if citizens have the possibility to express their dissatisfaction and vote out the assumed inefficient legislators. Here direct competitive pressures are replaced by pressures resulting from comparison between lawmakers. The latter react to or, more precisely, anticipate the vote of the residents. Models of yardstick competition are based on this principle.

From the perspective of the behaviour of the lawmakers, legal competition cannot be considered as systematically negative. The so-called and so feared race-to-the-bottom can be considered as a myth rather than as a reality, at least whenever competition is organized (either in a spontaneous or intended way). The argument requires even more nuance when alternative forms of competition are considered. One of them is policy mimicking, whereby one jurisdiction is influenced by the actions of neighbouring jurisdictions. What Feld, Josselin and Rocaboy demonstrate in their chapter is the necessity to take strategic behaviours into account whenever competition among the few better describes the situation than a Tiebout setting. The application of a tax-mimicking model to the French regions shows that the devolution process engaged in this country brings about an overall convergence of rates at higher levels than before decentralization. This kind of spontaneous and strategic harmonization provides a significant lesson for the law market. If one cannot be certain that competition will lead to superior outcomes, on the other hand, there are no reasons to condemn legal competition per se for its expected negative and destructive results. At the same time, the Tiebout setting must not hide alternative forms of competition that may prove even more accurate. Any governmental intervention must take account of it when organizing the market for law.

**STATE INTERVENTION**

To prevent economic inefficiency and to help preserve organizational efficiency may be the task of governmental intervention. Static arguments rest on
the public good nature of law as well as on the external effects it breeds. Further, the process itself of centralization is to be questioned. If legal competition must be organized, the dynamics of this organization must be assessed since it might in return threaten competition.

**An Economic Account of State Intervention: Market Failures in the Provision of Law**

It has frequently been argued that the model of pure legal competition, just like pure competition on ordinary markets, cannot comprehend all the aspects of the provision of law. In particular, there exist market failures that may be cured by the intervention of the State.

First, the nature of law is at stake. Legal competition works because legal rules are considered as club goods in a Tiebout setting. Now, law may also be viewed as a pure public good. The argument has been used by the advocates of a federal constitution during the constitutional debates that prepared the shift from a confederation to a federation in the USA at the end of the 18th century. In particular, the creation of the US Supreme Court of Justice has thus been justified: provision of law has to be federal rather than local ‘[t]o avoid the confusion which would unavoidably result from the contradictory decisions of a number of independent judicatories’ (Federalist Paper 22, 1987, p. 182). Typically, the argument refers to the public good nature of the law. Beside law provision by the State and by Parliament, court decisions can also be considered as public goods. Indeed, as said by Cooter and Rubinfeld (1989, p. 1070), ‘from a social point of view, trials are a mechanism of collective choice’ for ‘the production of justice has positive side effects which go beyond the private interests of the parties seeking to resolve their dispute’ (Mühl and Vereeck, this volume; see also Vereeck and Mühl, 2000). Furthermore, as noted by Mühl and Vereeck, ‘the use of information embodied in a verdict is non-rivalrous and the exclusion of future litigants from that information is undesirable’ (this volume). The publicness of law may then imply production by states. In practice, the European states do subsidize court services. However, as a consequence of this subsidization, the demand for trials increases, creates court delays, thereby reducing the quality of the legal system. Thus, government intervention, due to the collective nature of the legal rules, creates inefficiencies in the legal market by increasing the delays required to render justice. The existence of these delays then implies the payment of judicial interests. If one moves to competition between different legal systems, hence between different judicial interest rates, the analysis made in this volume by Mühl and Vereeck advocates that one has to favour the harmonization of these rates among the members of the federation.

Second, the pure decentralization setting cannot comprehend spillovers.
Because of the transboundary nature of the corresponding externalities, environmental matters are one of the subjects in which a centralized provision of rules seems to be the most justified: ‘This corresponds with the basic insight that if the problem to regulate crosses the borders of competence of the regulatory authority, the decision-making power should be shifted to a higher regulatory level, preferably to an authority which has jurisdiction over a territory large enough to adequately deal with the problem’ (Faure and de Smedt, this volume). For instance, as Faure and de Smedt analyse it in their paper, it has been one of the justifications put forward by the promoters of the White Paper on Environmental Liability; thus, paragraph 6, dealing specifically with the subsidiarity issue, states that a directive would be necessary ‘to avoid inadequate solutions to transfrontier damage’. Faure and de Smedt add that ‘The Commission firmly states that national legislation cannot effectively cover transboundary environmental damage as various watercourses and protected habitats cross the borders of the Member States’ (ibid.). However, one has to note that not all environmental problems have a transfrontier nature (Oates and Schwab, 1988). Furthermore, as Faure and de Smedt demonstrate ‘some have warned that the argument that centralized powers are necessary to deal with transboundary problems should not be accepted too easily’ (this volume; see also Van den Bergh, 1998).

These two sets of arguments cannot allow a definite and clear-cut conclusion about the standard public goods – externalities for the intervention of the State. One has to find other rationales to explain centralization in the provision of rules.

The Limitation of Legal Competition and the Dynamics of State Intervention

A first argument is that central legislators want to protect citizens. For instance, Faure and de Smedt argue that the willingness to guarantee the citizens a similar, or at least basic, environmental quality has to be viewed as an explanation for the centralized provision of environmental legislation. The argumentation rests on the assumed efficiency of the central government and, as a corollary, acknowledges the inefficiency of the decentralized provision of rules. It is another form of the race-to-the-bottom argument. Furthermore, it is assumed that the central government acts on behalf of the citizens. Then, it introduces an agency problem. Are the citizens, namely the political principals, certain that their political agents behave in conformity with their mandate? Such an argumentation opens an interesting path to understanding the process of centralization in the provision of law.

The phenomenon of a centralized (hence monopolized) system of lawmaking may be explained by an inefficient agency contract through which the
principals are incapable of controlling the behaviour of their agents. The latter, taking advantage of their information and position, themselves increase their own prerogatives. As we have shown elsewhere, the agency relationship is reversed since the agents may behave as a principal (Josselin and Marciano, 2000). In these situations, the discretionary power of the agent is induced by the particular structure of the agency relationship; it is the reason why this kind of discretion has been labelled ‘structure-induced discretion’ (Steunenberg, 1996). The model can, in particular, be applied to the behaviour of the European Court of Justice (Josselin and Marciano, 2001) or may be extended so as to include the behaviour of other components of the European institutions such as the Brussels bureaucracy. Bureaucracy is indeed frequently pointed out as a source for centralization in international or supranational organizations (see in particular Vaubel and Willet, 1991; Frey, 1997; Vaubel, 1994, for an application to the European Union). The problem is that bureaucrats are unelected agents and therefore cannot be controlled like other politicians. With regard to the European decision-making process, three procedures exist that are assumed to allow the control of the European Commission: the advisory committee procedure, the management committee procedure and the regulatory committee procedure. In their chapter, Schmidtchen and Steunenberg evaluate these procedures as different ways to induce the compliance of the agent – the European Commission – with the preferences of the principal – the Council. They show that the most restrictive procedure is the regulatory committee procedure, through which ‘the Commission may only implement a proposal when the committee presents a positive opinion; in case of a negative opinion, the Commission has to submit its proposal to the Council’ (Schmidtchen and Steunenberg, this volume). Obviously, the complexity of intricate agency relationships pave the way for centralization. In other words, one may say that the very existence of Europe, as an institutional ambition, provides an explanation for centralization.

Such is the argument developed by Salmon. In his chapter, he considers the possibility of extending the seminal Niskanen model in order to give an account of the centralization of the European institutions. After having analysed the Niskanen model in the perspective of the European decision-making process, Salmon concludes that there is a ‘limited’ scope for bureaucratic expansionism à la Niskanen in the EU arrangements. The limitation comes from the fact this expansionism cannot be considered as out of the control of the European member-states. In other words, bureaucratic centralization could not have developed without the acquiescence of a majority of the member-states’ governments. Salmon then offers a second level of explanation, which is that centralization in Europe results from the existence itself of a European project. In other words, it means that centralization could not have succeeded if the member-states had not behaved in a way favourable to
centralization. The explanation thus provided is interesting for it contradicts the idea of the inefficiency of the agency contract that exists between the member-states and the European institutions. It is an explanation that allows us to consider that nations are conspiring against themselves (Salmon, 1995). Finally, Salmon adds a third level of explanation, the willingness of central institutions to centralize competences that belong to local governments to allow themselves more facility to ‘implement [their] policy preferences’ (this has been the attitude of Margaret Thatcher and of Ronald Reagan). It contradicts ‘what is often taken as a natural congruence between the objective of free, unregulated markets, and that of political decentralization’ (Salmon, this volume).

**Does State Intervention Threaten Legal Competition?**

In the preceding sections, we have insisted upon the importance of having the possibility to choose between legal producers. We have also stressed that at the same time State intervention, justified on economic or organizational grounds, was usually considered as unavoidable. These two results concur to raise the same question about the reality of competition between lawmakers when one of them is the State. The problems related to the intervention of the State are twofold. It can prevent horizontal and vertical competition. It means that, first, individuals cannot choose their preferred rules and, second, that private courts are not authorized to compete in all domains with public courts. The criticism that State intervention could be fatal to competition has especially been raised with regard to the French legal system. The criticism probably originates in the paradox that (apparently) inefficient, for being slow and expensive, public courts nevertheless dominate the legal system. The chapter by Didier Danet both refutes these criticisms and explains the domination of public courts. First, he notes that the French Civil Code (article 1134) authorizes individuals who are dissatisfied with the rules proposed by the legal codes to develop their own rules. A restriction nonetheless exists: one cannot create conventions which are likely to threaten public order and morality. However, Danet explains that courts are not prone to give an extensive interpretation of what public order means. Furthermore, public and private courts also compete with regard to the resolution of legal disputes since individuals can choose ‘their’ judge, as it is authorized by article 2059 of the Civil Code. It remains that, and this is the second part of Danet’s chapter, one has to explain why private courts do not prevail in the French legal market. In contrast to what is usually put forward as a flaw in a centralized legal system, Danet provides examples showing that the explanation has to be found, first in the fact that private courts are not necessarily more efficient that public courts and, second, that the insecurity and high transaction costs ‘inherent to the adoption of a “do-it-yourself” order’
lead individuals to refer to the public rules and the public courts. Thus, what Danet teaches us in his chapter, is that pure competition creates costs that individuals and litigants do not necessarily want to bear. This argument is present in many of the chapters of this volume. It means that competition probably has to be carefully organized to function properly.

CONCLUSION: ECONOMIC COMPETITION AND LEGAL COMPETITION

The present book intends to demonstrate that legal competition is as important as standard economic competition in markets for private goods. Public intervention can both replace or promote market forces and the balance between the two is quite subtle. As to the markets for private goods, the European Union has already created an efficient institutional watchdog on competition. Should the same happen on the markets for law? Is the European Court of Justice entitled to take this role? Who will be the impartial spectator, spontaneously or rationally regulating the provision of law? We hope that this book will contribute to this debate.
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